Psychological aspects of interventional therapy.
This discussion is not, nor could it hope to be, an exhaustive examination of all of the various interventional therapies. Instead, it is intended to highlight the potential contribution of psychosocial factors. These factors may vary to some degree or another depending on the specific procedure, but clearly play a role whenever the desired outcome involves a reduction in subjective pain, alteration in the adaptiveness with which the patient responds to the experience of pain, and quality of life. Many notables, including Dr. Michael Cousins, have echoed the importance of incorporating interventional therapies into an interdisciplinary approach. Yet, there seems to be a preponderance of "block shops". Even when used for diagnostic or prognostic purposes, the impact of psychosocial variables and the potential relevance of a meaningful behavioral or psychologic evaluation cannot be overstated. It is easy to understand how the reader might conclude that immersing oneself in the minutiae of all these variables could lead to a feeling of intellectual paralysis when it comes to evaluating the data and arriving at a conclusion or diagnosis. However, ignoring these psychosocial variables and their complex interaction does not constitute a solution. This is particularly true in considering discography where, depending on the criteria applied, the percent of "false positives" can vary from 0% to as much as 40%. The implication for the performing of "unnecessary" spine surgery is obvious. The thoughtful practitioner will be mindful of the role of psychosocial variables in so far as they are thought to be relevant in a particular case. The overall contribution of psychosocial variables to the application of interventional therapies for the diagnosis and treatment of pain can be overlooked and ignored, but not denied. A certain percentage of patients will respond in a predictable, desirable or positive fashion purely on a statistical basis. Historically, and there seems to be no reason to believe this will change in the immediate future, the degree to which the psychosocial variables are considered is left up to the interventionalist. Some are content to perform a directed procedure or therapy concerned only, and sometimes to a less than sufficient degree, with the technical adequacy of the procedure. Others will appreciate the role of human factors including those of the practitioner and patient alike, and strive not only for a statistically derived outcome but the best possible outcome for a given patient. Psychosocial factors can sometimes take on the character of "nuisance variables". However, it is hard not to wonder how much care each would want to have given to these factors if one were on the other end of the needle.